
AIDS WALK OC 
OCTOBER 2022

Saturday, October 22, 2022  |  8:30am 
Mile Square Regional Park, Fountain Valley



Get ready for the 36th annual 
AIDS Walk Orange County! 

AIDS Walk Orange County
promotes awareness, resilience,
and support for the individuals
and their families impacted by

HIV or AIDS.

Stay tuned for registration link. 



OUR MISSION

Radiant Health Centers provides
compassionate care for all, including free HIV

testing, treatment and specialized medical and
comprehensive social services. We are working

to eliminate stigma and overcome health
disparities impacting the LGBTQ+ community

to create a healthy Orange County for all.



1987: The first Walk to raise funds to assist people living with
HIV/AIDS in Orange County is established by a group of caring
citizens and volunteers. The money is distributed among several
agencies to help provide essential prevention and care programs.

2001: AIDS Walk OC passes the $10 million mark, raising that much
money since inception in 1986. The money is made available
toward services and programs for people living with HIV/AIDS.

2008: AIDS Walk OC steps up to the plate! The Walk reinvigorates
itself by moving to the Angel Stadium of Anaheim after 21 years in
Irvine. The relocation garnered additional attention from residents
and focused on the heart of Orange County, where there is a
growing concentration of new HIV cases.

2011: For the 25th Anniversary of the Walk, The Disneyland Resort,
a long-time sponsor of the Walk, becomes the location for the Silver
Anniversary.

2017: AIDS Walk OC is on a crusade to be a POWERFUL force for
change!  We want to remind everyone that, in our community, our
Heroes are Zeros! Zero new infections. Zero deaths. Zero
discrimination.

2019: Armed with sunscreen and flip flops, AIDS Walk OC braces for
the summer sun and sand for the first time ever. AIDS Walk Orange
County 2019 was held in Huntington Beach, along the boardwalk.

2020: First virtual AIDS Walk OC brought people together in support
of ending HIV despite the challenges imposed by COVID-19.
STANDING STRONG TOGETHER!

HISTORY OF AIDS WALK OC



AIDS WALK OC  2022
SPONSOR OPPORTUNITIES

PRESENTING
$15,000

PREMIER
$10,000

GRAND
$7,500

EVENT
$5,000

Vendor booth at AIDS Walk OC Artisan and Resource Fair

Integrated content spotlight email that highlights
presenting sponsor

Co-branded logos on the lower thirds of AIDS Walk OC
promotional videos

Custom recognition video in your company branding for
integration on your social channels

Opportunity to tell company’s story on AIDS Walk OC home page

Customized recruitment pieces for your company team

Sponsor name/logo on downloadable fundraising materials

Promotion on AIDS Walk OC homepage, with hyperlink

Sponsor name/logo on various digital and print ads

Mentions on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and TikTok 

Acknowledgement of your company in press releases

Presenting sponsor opening ceremony speaking opportunity

Sponsor logo/name on event t-shirt

Walk admission and t-shirts for

Company marketing materials at check-in
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Logo on stage banner 

BONUS: Sponsors at these levels will have the added
benefit of having their logos added to the World
AIDS Day Event (Dec 1st) marketing efforts.

Logo Logo
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For more information on sponsorship opportunities, please contact Ana Martinez 
at 949-809-5768 or amartinez@radianthealthcenters.org.




